Total research in depth
The underwater robots of the future can revolutionize research. The robots will be able to explore the
world's last white spots - the great depths of the sea. To succeed with this, smarter, cheaper, more
sustainable and independent robots are required.
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Environment and climate are connected. Much of the climate
is controlled from the polar regions. What happens under the
glacier snouts? No one has been there. To send a robot under
the glacier ice is difficult, but not impossible. It requires robots
which can navigate over large distances, even without using
GPS and communication nodes. A robot that succeeds in this
is also of great military interest.
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Here there is a civilian, but also military interest. It can
be own surveillance, advanced surveillance or mapping
at large distances over large areas. For close-ups, swarms
of autonomous vehicles are used that can interact with
fixed sensors in fairways and harbor inlets.
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Remote: Robots and fixed sensors
create a normal image. Deviations are
examined more carefully.
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Measuring instruments that
measure properties such as
conductivity, temperature
and depth. Salinity is also
calculated from these data.
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The underwater robots must be able
to operate in one of the world's most
difficult environments. The weather can
change quickly and unexpectedly. When
the glacier calves, the whole environment
shakes. The salinity of the water can vary
greatly and the bottom sludge can reduce
the visibility. Drift ice can be found up to
five kilometers from the glacier edge.
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